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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an application of advanced econometric techniques to railway
passenger choices in the context of revenue management. Three modeling approaches;
multinomial logit, latent class, and mixed logit models are applied to ticket purchase
timing decisions and to three market segments. The analysis, based on internet booking
data with limited individual variables, investigates heterogeneous characteristics of
passenger behavior across railway markets that differ by the length of haul.

The results quantify the importance of fare, advanced booking, departure time of day,
and day of week in purchase timing decision. It shows that mixed logit model provides the
best statistical fit for the long and medium distance markets, while the latent class model
provides the best statistical fit for the short distance market. On the other hand, the latent
class model is found to be superior to mixed logit model in term of prediction capability.
Results also show that segmenting price sensitivity by booking period is more appropriate
for this choice model application than segmenting by socioeconomic information. This
research contributes to existing literature on revenue management by demonstrating that
complex demand models successfully recover random heterogeneity when limited socio-
demographic information is available. The results, coupled with an optimization algo-
rithm, can be used by railway operators to support revenue management policies such as
fare pricing or seat allocation.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Discrete choice analysis has been introduced in revenue management (RM) in recent years due to its ability to account
for customer preferences in RM problems. While there has been considerable research effort toward discrete choice analysis
in airline and hotel RM, there is limited empirical research on the application of discrete choice model to the railway
industry. Recently, the increase use of internet as a major distribution channel for railway tickets has resulted in railway
passengers becoming more strategic to fare policies. Consequently, railway has become more aware of the benefit that can
be derived from the development and the deployment of RM; AmTrak, U.S., VIA Rail Canada, and Eurostar and SNCF in
France are known to actively use RM techniques.

Specifically, most of the empirical studies in railway RM reported so far do not account for taste heterogeneity across
passengers. Passenger taste heterogeneity is one of major characteristics of the railway market. Railway passenger
preferences vary by distance (short haul or long haul) and by time of day. Given that RM relies on the premise that
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different customers are willing to pay different amounts for a product, accounting for passenger heterogeneity is expected to
provide high yield toward RM strategy. Garrow (2010) suggests that calibrating models by segments to distinguish between
time-sensitive and price-sensitive customers is potentially a relevant research topic in RM.

Generally speaking, consumer taste heterogeneity is an important issue in web-based marketing; existing studies
indicate that customer segmentation is crucial for electronic commerce (Berry, 1999). Burke (1997) raised the issue of
consumer market heterogeneity in the context of internet marketing. Peterson et al. (1997) dealt with the problem
concerning retailers’ segmentation for online shopping. Miller (1996) has proposed the use of demographics to depict the
profile of internet users.

This study aims to investigate the possibility to model taste heterogeneity from internet ticket sales in order to support
the development of efficient railway RM strategies. To this scope we review, in Section 2, the literature related to the class of
discrete choice models able to recover taste heterogeneity. In Section 3 methodologies used for this analysis are reported.
Section 4 describes the data set and provides statistical analysis on the sale data. Sections 5–7 are dedicated correspondingly
to the choice set generation, and estimation results. The model validation is presented in Section 8. The comparison on
model performance is reported in Section 9, while the conclusions are presented in Section 10.
2. Literature review

The methods that deal with behavioral heterogeneity generally rely on market segmentation. Originally introduced by
Smith (1956), market segmentation is the process of splitting a market into distinctive groups or segments of customers
who have similar characteristics or needs. It offers valuable implication for a company’s market strategy and resource
allocation. A number of empirical studies accounting for heterogeneity in intercity travel behavior can been found in the
literature. Advanced choice model such as mixed logit model have been broadly applied in air travel studies to account for
preference heterogeneity and flexible substitution pattern across alternatives (Warburg et al., 2006; Espino et al., 2008).

A number of papers have investigated special classes of discrete choice models that accommodate taste heterogeneity.
Bhat (1998) estimated an intercity travel mode choice model which accommodates variations in response to level of service
measures due to observed and unobserved individual characteristics. The analysis applied multinomial logit (MNL), fixed-
coefficients logit (FCL, which is MNL with systematic response heterogeneity), and random coefficients logit (RCL, model
with both systematic and random response heterogeneity) model to examine the travel mode choice behavior of weekday
business travelers using VIA Rail (Canadian national rail carrier) data set collected in 1989. RCL model allows random taste
variation to be estimated and ensures that all the considered level of service measures have the correct sign. The FCL and
RCL models showed significant differences in sensitivity to level of service variables based on the socio-demographic/trip
characteristics of the traveler. It was concluded that simpler MNL and FCL models provide inappropriate evaluations of
quality of service policy of intercity transportation service. The paper emphasized the need to incorporate systematic and
random variation in responsiveness to level-of-service variables. The same approach was applied by Bhat (2000), where a
MNL model of multiday urban travel mode choice accommodates variation in mode preferences and responsiveness to
level-of-service due to both observed and unobserved individual characteristics. The paper rejected the level-of-service
homogeneity assumption in MNL model where RCL model indicates significant unobserved variation (across individuals) in
intrinsic mode preferences and level-of-service responsiveness. It suggested that not accounting for observed and
unobserved heterogeneity across individuals in urban mode choice model is likely to result in serious consequence on
data fit and policy implications.

Greene and Hensher (2003) compared latent class (LC) with mixed logit (ML) model using stated preference data
calibrated on the New Zealand long distance travel survey collected in 2000. Both approaches enabled analysts to account
for unobserved heterogeneity and variability in the decision process. LC model has the merit to avoid possibly strong or
unwarranted distributional assumptions about individual heterogeneity, while ML model uses a parametric approach to
specify individual unobserved heterogeneity. Both approaches improved statistical performance when compared to
multinomial logit model. The authors concluded that further effort is needed to compare and contrast advanced model
forms in term of explanation and prediction power.

Shen (2009) compared the difference between latent class and mixed logit models using two stated choice survey data
sets from Osaka, Japan relative to mode choice. The latent class and mixed logit models are compared in term of values of
travel time savings, direct choice elasticities, predicted choice probabilities, and prediction success indices. A test for non-
nested models was used to compare model fits. Although latent class model is found to be statistically superior to mixed
logit model based on prediction success indices and non-nested model test in both data sets, the paper is cautious about the
conclusion made by Greene and Hensher (2003) that latent class model is supported by stronger statistical foundations than
the mixed logit model.

In the context of revenue management, Teichert et al. (2008) applied the latent class modeling approach to explore
preferences within airlines segments and subsequently analyzed respondents’ profiles in terms of individual socioeconomic
and trip characteristics. The segmentation approach proposed uses behavioral and socio-demographic variables to profile
segments. They conclude that the segmentation criterion currently applied by airlines does not adequately mirror the
heterogeneity in customer’s preference patterns. The paper suggested that product marketing should be aligned to the
attitudes and socio-demographic profiles which are different across customer segments, and that the choice model should
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consider revealed preference heterogeneity in addition to price to better predict both future demand size and demand
structure.

Carrier (2008) analyzed the choice of airline itinerary and fare product using latent class model based on booking data,
fare rules, and seat availability data. The segmentation applied is based on passenger and trip characteristics including
variables such as frequent flyer membership, ticket distribution channel, and travel day of week. The approach is shown to
provide a distinct and intuitive segmentation across passengers. Two passenger segments were defined in the study:
business and leisure passenger. Based on this result, business travelers tend to travel on weekdays, book the ticket with
traditional offline travel agents, and rely on the frequent flyer membership. The model extends the application of passenger
choice model to airline pricing and revenue management. The paper also suggested that the approach can be applied to
larger data sets, with more heterogeneous bookings and wider range of markets that differ by length of haul, business/
leisure mix, and fare structure. The dynamics of the interaction between passenger choice behavior and airline planning
decision is encouraged as a promising area of future research.

Wen and Lai (2010) used latent class model to identify airline passengers’ potential segments and preferences toward
international air carriers. The analysis is based on stated preference data relative to airline choices for flights from Taipei to
Tokyo and Taipei to Hong Kong. Passengers are segmented by individual socioeconomic and trip characteristics. The analysis
compared three model types, multinomial logit, latent class model without individual characteristics, and latent class model
with individual characteristics. The MNL model shows that airfare, schedule time difference, flight frequency, on-time
performance, check-in service, in flight seat space, and cabin crew service influence airline carrier choices. The latent class
model provides additional insights on choice probabilities sensitivity to changes in service attributes (e.g. flight frequency,
schedule time difference, and on-time performance) and for distinct segments. The paper indicated the benefit of LC model
in representing heterogeneity across passenger segments which results in improved prediction accuracy over the MNL
model. Specifically, the willingness to pay for service attribute improvements is found to be substantially different across air
routes and to vary by traveler segment. Future studies were encouraged in order to recognize the diverse characteristics of
air routes and distinct segments of passengers, especially for international air carrier choices.

3. Methodologies

In this section, methodologies adopted to model heterogeneity across booking preferences are described.

3.1. Latent class (LC) model

Latent class model is based on discrete segmentation which assumes that heterogeneity in passenger behavior is likely to
be driven by specific elements. The approach generally groups observations into classes with similar needs, constraints, and
preferences with class membership model. For instance, passengers can be segmented in business-oriented and leisure-
oriented travelers with differently defined preference parameters. The class membership model is combined with choice
model enabling the model to account for differences in choice behavior between different segments of the market (Carrier,
2008).

The structure of the latent class passenger choice model could be described as follows. Let i represents alternative from
1;…; Jb in the choice set C of booking b. The model form can be written as

PðijXM ;XCÞ ¼ ∑
S

s ¼ 1
PðsjXMÞPðijXC ; sÞ ∀i∈C ð1Þ

where s is class index; f1;2;…; Sg, XM is the class membership explanatory variable, and XC is the class specific choice model
explanatory variable.

The utility function of alternative i given the customer is in the class s can be written as

Uib ¼ XCibβC þ εib ð2Þ
where XCib is a ð1� KÞ vector of choice model explanatory variables, βC is a ðK � 1Þ vector of parameters, and εib is a random
disturbance (i.i.d. extreme value).

The class specific choice probability of travel option i can be expressed as

PðijXCib; sÞ ¼
eXCib;sβC;s

∑Jb
j ¼ 1e

XCib;sβC;s
∀s∈S; ∀i∈C ð3Þ

where βC;s are the unknown parameters of the class-specific choice model. The probability of belonging to the latent class s
can be written as

PðsjXMbÞ ¼
eXMb;sβM

∑S
t ¼ 1e

XMb;tβM
ð4Þ

where βM are the unknown parameters for class membership model.
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3.2. Mixed logit (ML) model

Mixed logit is a highly flexible model capable of approximating any random utility model (McFadden and Train, 2000).
It obviates three limitations of standard logit model by allowing for random taste variation, unrestricted substitution
patterns, and correlation in unobserved factors over time. Mixed logit probabilities are the integral of standard logit
probabilities over a density of parameters ðβÞ. Choice probabilities of a mixed logit model can be expressed in the form:

PniðβÞ ¼
Z

LniðβÞf ðβÞdβ ð5Þ

where LniðβÞ is the logit probability evaluated at parameter β:

LniðβÞ ¼ eVniðβÞ

∑J
j ¼ 1e

VnjðβÞ
ð6Þ

And f ðβÞ is a density function. VniðβÞ is deterministic term observed by the analyst, which depends on the parameters β.
Usually, the utility is linear in β, thus VniðβÞ ¼ β′xni. The mixed logit probability then takes its usual form

Pni ¼
Z

β′xni
∑Jβ′xnj

� �
f ðβÞdðβÞ ð7Þ

Mixed logit model can be viewed as a mixture of the logit function evaluated at different β′s with f ðβÞ as the mixing
distribution.

4. Data analysis

Internet based ticket reservation data of intercity passenger railway are used for this study. Data collected over a period
of 2 months in 2009, contain information in terms of trip origin, trip destination, fare class, reservation date, departure date,
departure time, arrival time, fare, and accommodation charge. Booking data from the first month are used for the analysis;
they contain total of 406,422 reservation records.

The railway service under study consists of two ticket classes: first class, and business class. This study focuses on
business class passengers which are the predominant demand for this service and on reservations which are eventually
confirmed and paid. To reduce the problem size, the analysis focuses only on the northbound trip. This results in a final data
set of 110,828 reservation records. General statistics on trip schedule and advance booking are reported in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1 shows high passenger demand on weekdays and a significant lower number of passengers on weekends, with the lowest
values on Saturday. Passengers consistently prefer PM off-peak (12:00–3:59 PM) and PM peak (4:00–6:29 PM) times of day.

Fig. 2 represents the number of reservations by number of days before departure. Data indicate that about 98% of the
passengers make the reservation no earlier than 30 days before the departure date. The majority of the passengers book the
ticket about one week before departure and a very high portion of passengers book the ticket within 2 days before departure.

5. Passenger choice model

5.1. Model setup

In this section, we propose disaggregate choice models for booking time decisions, based on the assumption that each
individual purchases the ticket at the time that maximizes his/her utility. While some studies suggest a nested structure
model where the mode choice decision is made at the upper nest, and the ticket product decision is made at the lower nest
(Whelan et al., 2008), this approach generally requires dedicated stated preference survey which combines mode choice and
ticket choice decision. Given that this study is based on confirmed booking data, we assume that the mode choice decision
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has already been made by the passengers. Thus, the proposed model aims to capture the passengers’ purchase timing
decisions as a function of booking time specific and trip specific attributes.

5.2. Sample selection

The data set of 110,828 observations mentioned in Section 4 is used for the analysis. It contains business class passengers
who eventually confirmed and paid for their trip. The railway service has 16 stations, which have been aggregated into
4 groups based on the geographical order shown in Fig. 3. Due to space limitations, it has not been possible to consider all
the station groups defined above. Instead, we select three representative markets, each characterized by trip distance as
follows:
1.
 Long distance: trip from station group 4 to station group 2.

2.
 Medium distance: trip from station group 2 to station group 1.

3.
 Short distance: trip within station group 4.
5.3. Choice set generation

Fares of this railway service vary depending on departure date, departure day of week, departure time, the time the
reservation is made, and customer demand for each departure. Different passenger groups are also subjected to different
discount policy such as seniors, children, military, and group travel. Based on this fare variation over the sale horizon,
passengers are assumed to make the choice of when to purchase the ticket. Given that 98% of the tickets were purchased
within 30 days before departure (Fig. 2), we assume that the choice set is constituted of 31 days. Each passenger is therefore
assumed to make the purchase timing decision amongst the 31 booking day alternatives, from 30 days before departure
(booking day 1) until departure date (booking day 31). We realize that in reality the choice set is not necessarily the same
across individuals and that it strongly depends on when the decision of traveling is made. However, our approach captures
the maximum number of choice alternatives considered by the passenger, which results in passengers who actually consider
a smaller choice set (less than 30 days before departure) to have significantly low probability of purchase on the alternative
not being considered. This approach has been widely used in discrete choice analysis especially for modeling mode choice,
in the circumstance that the decision maker does not necessarily consider all the possible choices when making the decision
(e.g. transit not in the vicinity area being included in the choice set for mode choice model).

Based on the data set, we can only observe fares on the day in which passengers purchase the ticket but not on other days in
the sale horizon. To accommodate choice modeling, fares on other days in the sale horizon have been simulated from the actual
data by averaging observed fares within the same booking day in the month. Different choice models have been estimated for
the three market segments identified: (1) multinomial logit (MNL) model without socioeconomic information, (2) Mixed logit
(ML) model, (3) latent class (LC) model, and (4) multinomial logit (MNL) model with socioeconomic information.

6. Estimation results and model fit comparison

6.1. Estimation results

The estimation results derived from multinomial logit, mixed logit, and latent class model across three market segments
are reported in Tables 1–3. The multinomial and mixed logit models are estimated with Another Mixed
Logit Estimation Tool (AMLET) (Bastin, 2011). The latent class model is estimated with Latent Gold Choice 4.5, a software
package by Statistical Innovations specifically designed for latent class choice modeling (Vermunt and Magdison, 2005).
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For the model fit comparison, we use adjusted rho-square to account for penalty in including variables which are
statistically insignificant. The approach encourages balanced specifications by trading off the improvement in the log-
likelihood function against the inclusion of additional variables. Given that our model specification does not include



Table 1
Long distance model.

MNL ML LC MNL with socioeconomics

Choice model Class1 Class2

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat

advbk −0.184 42.872n −0.370 141.708n advbk −0.139 −21.091n −0.899 −18.162n advbk −0.248 43.103n

price.period1 −0.006 3.634n −5.318 77.001n price.period1 0.000 0.111 0.014 1.560 price.adult −0.024 10.139n

price.period2 −0.012 9.173n (2.830) (60.153)n price.period2 −0.003 −1.684 −0.082 −2.069n price.child (2−15) −0.004 0.279
price.period3 −0.011 10.783n price.period3 −0.005 −2.778n −0.049 −5.557n price.senior (62+) −0.023 9.401n

price.period4 −0.010 10.380n price.period4 −0.001 −0.737 −0.069 −7.931n price.unacc child (8
−11)

0.001 0.072

price.period5 −0.005 5.287n price.period5 0.003 1.789 −0.077 −8.052n price.student
advantage

−0.010 2.838n

price.period6 −0.003 3.366n price.period6 −0.010 −4.348n −0.059 −6.941n price.adultAAA
member

−0.010 3.720n

price.childAAA
member

− −

Class model Class1 Class2 price.military adult −0.028 7.638n

Class size 0.619 0.381 price.disabled adult −0.024 4.788n

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat price.others −0.043 17.059n

Intercept 0.181 4.845n −0.181 −4.845n price.period6 −0.019 8.249n

Monday −0.402 −14.288n 0.402 14.288n

wknd.period1 1.240 25.231n 1.897 20.459n Tuesday −0.338 −11.586n 0.338 11.586n wknd.period1 2.012 40.426n

wknd.period2 1.099 27.923n 0.681 11.363n Wednesday −0.375 −11.908n 0.375 11.908n wknd.period2 0.878 34.139n

wknd.period3 0.407 13.106n 0.347 8.765n Thursday −0.286 −9.502n 0.286 9.502n wknd.period3 −0.044 1.492
wknd.period4 0.466 14.830n 0.041 0.977 Friday −0.213 −7.690n 0.213 7.690n wknd.period4 0.050 1.751
wknd.period5 −0.472 13.477n −0.483 10.257n Saturday −0.019 −0.433 0.019 0.433 wknd.period5 −0.133 4.703n

wknd.period6 0.260 9.369n 0.516 11.436n wknd.period6 0.236 7.935n

Early morning 1.085 19.204n −1.085 −19.204n

AM peak 0.985 22.737n −0.985 −22.737n

AM off-peak 0.474 15.353n −0.474 −15.353n

PM off-peak 0.096 3.491n −0.096 −3.491n

PM peak 0.113 4.036n −0.113 −4.036n

No. of observation 37,373 37,373 No. of observation 37,373 No. of observation 37,373
Rho-squared: 0.2970 0.3397 Rho-squared: 0.3034 Rho-squared: 0.2904
Adjusted rho-

squared:
0.2969 0.3396 Adjusted rho-

squared:
0.3032 Adjusted rho-squared: 0.2903

Log-likelihood at
optimal

−90,226 −84,742 Log-likelihood at
optimal

−89,402 Log-likelihood at
optimal

−91,070

Log-likelihood at
zero

−128,338

Log-likelihood at
constant

−90,487

n Statistically significant at 5% significance level. Parenthesis indicates standard deviation.
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alternative-specific constants, it is appropriate to measure the goodness of fit of a model with respect to zero; LL 0ð Þ:We have
chosen the adjusted rho-square ðρ20Þ provided by Koppelman and Bhat (2006) for the model fit comparison given by

ρ20 ¼
LLðβÞ−K−LLð0Þ
LLðnÞ−LLð0Þ ¼ 1−

LLðβÞ−K
LLð0Þ ð8Þ

where K is the number of parameters used in the model.
6.2. Statistical test to compare non-nested models

Since each of our models cannot be considered a restricted version of the others, we compare model fits by using the
non-nested hypothesis test proposed by Horowitz (1982). The null hypothesis associated with the non-nested hypothesis is

H0 : Model 1 ð ρ2HÞ ¼Model 2ð ρ2L Þ ð9Þ

The decision rule used to express significance of the test is

Reject H0 if Φ½−ð−2ðρ2H−ρ2L Þ � LL 0ð Þ þ ðKH−KLÞÞ1=2�oα ð10Þ

where ρ2H is the larger adjusted rho-square value, ρ2L is the smaller adjusted rho-square value, KH is the number of
parameters in the model with the larger adjusted rho-square, KL is the number of parameters in the model with the smaller



Table 2
Medium distance model.

MNL ML LC MNL with socioeconomics

Choice
Model

Class1 Class2

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat

advbk −0.160 30.287n −0.392 100.986n advbk −0.084 −10.870n −0.672 −16.043n advbk −0.293 69.420n

price.period1 −0.018 6.775n −5.421 35.523n price.period1 0.017 3.864n −0.014 −0.917 price.adult −0.064 27.225n

price.period2 −0.024 9.831n (4.252) (29.595)n price.period2 0.018 3.851n −0.130 −2.310n price.child (2−15) −0.071 5.034n

price.period3 −0.021 9.799n price.period3 0.018 3.826 −0.073 −4.953n price.senior (62+) −0.063 24.982n

price.period4 −0.018 8.377n price.period4 0.022 4.696n −0.087 −5.805n price.unacc child (8
−1 1)

−0.063 10.836n

price.period5 −0.012 5.593n price.period5 0.029 6.196n −0.093 −6.019n price.student advantage −0.054 19.977n

price.period6 −0.008 4.074n price.period6 0.010 1.792 −0.077 −5.371n price.adultAAA member −0.057 23.248n

price.childAAA member − −
Class model Class1 Class2 price.military adult 0.396 0.786

Class size 0.566 0.434 price.disabled adult −0.063 7.736n

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat price.others −0.088 34.916n

Intercept 0.952 8.602n −0.952 −8.602n price.period6 −0.058 24.431n

Monday −1.212 −13.484n 1.212 13.484n

wknd.period1 1.163 21.812n 4.299 57.340n Tuesday −1.061 −12.027n 1.061 12.027n wknd.period1 1.582 30.329n

wknd.period2 1.203 29.228n 1.747 43.787n Wednesday −1.161 −12.777n 1.161 12.777n wknd.period2 0.855 23.879n

wknd.period3 0.751 19.745n 0.168 4.589n Thursday −1.196 −13.013n 1.196 13.013n wknd.period3 0.389 12.255n

wknd.period4 0.537 17.042n −0.664 20.754n Friday −0.859 −11.172n 0.859 11.172n wknd.period4 0.398 12.808n

wknd.period5 −0.149 3.310n −1.187 27.385n Saturday −0.837 −9.565n 0.837 9.565n wknd.period5 0.296 6.590n

wknd.period6 −0.504 13.923n −1.353 30.550n wknd.period6 −0.520 11.507n

Early
morning

0.977 11.940n −0.977 −11.940n

AM peak 0.852 14.129n −0.852 −14.129n

AM off-peak 0.428 8.998n −0.428 −8.998n

PM off-peak 0.109 2.949n −0.109 −2.949n

PM peak −0.076 −2.027 0.076 2.027n

No. of
observation

29,514 29,514 No. of observation 29,514 No. of observation 29,514

Rho-squared: 0.2779 0.3500 Rho-squared: 0.2816 Rho-squared: 0.2760
Adjusted rho-squared: 0.2778 0.3499 Adjusted rho-

squared:
0.2814 Adjusted rho-squared: 0.2758

Log-likelihood at optimal −73,182 −65,877 Log-likelihood at optimal −72,809 Log-likelihood at optimal −73,383
Log-likelihood at zero −101,351
Log-likelihood at constant −73,807

n Statistically significant at 5% significance level. Parenthesis indicates standard deviation.
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adjusted rho- square, Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, LLð0Þ is the log-likelihood at zero
(associated with equally likely model), and α is the significance level.

The summarized measures of fit for the models estimated are briefly shown in Table 4, and the parameters used for the
non-nested model hypothesis testing are shown in Table 5.
7. Result discussion

7.1. Multinomial logit (MNL) model

7.1.1. MNL specification
The independent variables that enter the final models are: advance booking (number of day before departure), fare ($),

and weekend departure dummies. Fare and advance booking variables are aimed to capture passenger tradeoff behavior
between early booking with cheaper fare and late booking with higher fare. The model specification allows for price
sensitivity to take different values across booking periods and to accommodate the assumption that passengers have
different price sensitivities over the sale horizon. The booking periods are grouped such that booking days within the same
booking period have approximately the same number of reservations. These six booking periods are: (1) booking day 1 to
booking day 11, (2) booking day 12 to booking day 20, (3) booking day 21 to booking day 25, (4) Booking day 26 to booking
day 29, (5) booking day 30, and (6) booking day 31. The weekend dummy variables are aimed to capture corresponding
unobserved effects. For instance, trip purpose is believed to influence ticket booking time; leisure oriented passengers are
generally expected to plan their trip in advance. The weekend dummy coefficients assume different values across booking
periods to account for the departure day effect toward ticket booking time.



Table 3
Short distance model.

MNL ML LC MNL with socioeconomics

Choice Model Class1 Class2

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat Variable Est T-Stat
advbk −0.534 20.090n −0.602 58.485n advbk −1.164 −6.080n −0.327 −10.734n advbk −0.674 32.119
price.period1 0.056 7.863n −6.945 25.872n price.period1 −0.378 −1.451 −0.066 −2.898n price.adult −0.215 22.716n

price.period2 0.011 2.760n (3.371) (20.846)n price.period2 −0.518 −1.953 −0.083 −3.591n price.child (2−15) − −
price.period3 −0.007 2.626n price.period3 −0.448 −2.712n −0.095 −3.954n price.senior (62+) −0.209 n

price.period4 −0.019 11.389n price.period4 −0.606 −3.504n −0.089 −3.597n price.unacc child (8−11) − −
price.period5 −0.016 12.133n price.period5 −0.595 −3.399n −0.081 −3.202n price.student advantage −0.099 5.940n

price.period6 −0.008 8.293n price.period6 −0.426 −2.788n −0.090 −4.031n price.adultAAA member −0.158 11.881n

price.childAAA member − −
Class model Class1 Class2 price.military adult −1.084 18.308n

Class size 0.595 0.406 price.disabled adult −0.227 6.498n

Variable Est T-Stat Est T-Stat price.others −0.238 19.380n

Intercept 0.462 4.444n −0.462 −4.444n price.period6 −0.204 21.406n

Monday 0.135 1.595 −0.135 −1.595
wknd.period1 2.701 9.230n 3.390 6.153n Tuesday 0.031 0.379 −0.031 −0.379 wknd.period1 5.381 18.684n

wknd.period2 1.560 7.202n 1.483 3.920n Wednesday 0.118 1.432 −0.118 −1.432 wknd.period2 1.900 9.105
wknd.period3 −0.268 1.183 −0.255 0.875 Thursday −0.062 −0.760 0.062 0.760 wknd.period3 −0.674 3.033n

wknd.period4 −0.639 4.205n −1.129 4.460n Friday −0.037 −0.440 0.037 0.440 wknd.period4 −1.646 11.372n

wknd.period5 −0.758 4.708n −1.108 3.839n Saturday 0.079 0.585 −0.079 −0.585 wknd.period5 −1.577 8.975n

wknd.period6 0.404 4.267n 0.618 2.516n wknd.period6 −0.384 3.444n

Early morning −1.117 −5.476n 1.117 5.476n

AM peak −0.922 −9.202 0.922 9.202n

AM off-peak −0.297 −3.406n 0.297 3.406n

PM off-peak −0.083 −1.007 0.083 1.007
PM peak −0.287 −3.548n 0.287 3.548n

No. of observation 4454 4454 No. of observation 4454 No. of observation 4454
Rho-squared: 0.5637 0.5493 Rho-squared: 0.5845 Rho-squared: 0.5611
Adjusted rho-squared: 0.5628 0.5487 Adjusted rho-squared: 0.5828 Adjusted rho-squared: 0.5599
Log-likelihood at optimal −6674 −6894 Log-likelihood at optimal −6356 Log-likelihood at optimal −6713
Log-likelihood at zero −15,295
Log-likelihood at constant −6478

n Statistically significant at 5% significance level. Parenthesis indicates standard deviation.

Table 4
Result comparison.

MNL ML LC MNL-socio

Long distance
LL(0) −128,338 −128,338 −128,338 −128,338
LL at optimal −90,226 −84,742 −89,402 −91,070
Adjusted Rho-square 0.2969 0.3396 0.3032 0.2903
No. of estimated parameters 13 9 26 17

Medium distance
LL(0) −101,351 −101,351 −101,351 −101,351
LL at optimal −73,182 −65,877 −72,809 −73,383
Adjusted Rho-square 0.2778 0.3499 0.2814 0.2758
No. of estimated parameters 13 9 26 17

Short distance
LL(0) −15,295 −15,295 −15,295 −15,295
LL at optimal −6674 −6894 −6356 −6713
Adjusted Rho-square 0.5628 0.5487 0.5828 0.5599
No. of estimated parameters 13 9 26 15
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7.1.2. MNL result
Results obtained with MNL indicate that disutility is associated with advance booking and that the lack of flexibility to

change travel plan is negatively perceived. Consumers generally prefer to hold their purchase and pay for the product as late
as possible. The price sensitivities in all the booking periods have negative sign and are statistically significant at 5%
significance level in all the three markets. The decreasing magnitude of price sensitivity as booking period approaches
departure is in line with the expectation. Passengers are believed to be most sensitive to fare at the beginning of the sale



Table 5
Hypothesis testing parameters.

Market H–La ðρ2H Þ ðρ2L Þ KH KL LL(0) x Φ(x)

Long ML-MNL 0.3396 0.2969 9 13 −128,338 −104.75 0.0000 E+00
LC-MNL 0.3032 0.2969 26 13 −128,338 −40.44 0.0000 E+00
ML-LC 0.3396 0.3032 9 26 −128,338 −96.63 0.0000 E+00
MNL-MNL-socio 0.2969 0.2903 13 17 −128,338 −41.15 0.0000 E+00

Medium ML-MNL 0.3499 0.2778 9 13 −101,351 −120.89 0.0000 E+00
LC-MNL 0.2814 0.2778 26 13 −101,351 −27.07 1.1107 E−161
ML-LC 0.3499 0.2814 9 26 −101,351 −117.82 0.0000 E+00
MNL-MNL-socio 0.2778 0.2758 13 17 −101,351 −20.21 3.9974 E−91

Short MNL-ML 0.5628 0.5487 13 9 −15,295 −20.88 4.9783 E−96
LC-MNL 0.5828 0.5628 26 13 −15,295 −24.97 6.4759 E−138
LC-ML 0.5828 0.5487 26 9 −15,295 −32.55 1.0217 E−231
MNL-MNL-socio 0.5628 0.5599 13 15 −15,295 −9.30 7.0223 E−21

a H¼model with the larger adjusted rho-square, L¼model with the smaller adjusted rho-square.
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horizon and less concerned about seat availability. As time approaches departure, passengers become less sensitive to fare
especially on the departure day and more concerned about seats availability.

The weekend dummies show the expected pattern; their values decrease as the booking period approaches departure
indicating that passengers traveling on weekend generally purchase ticket earlier in advance compared to passengers
traveling on weekday.

7.2. Mixed logit (ML) model

7.2.1. ML specification
The price coefficients in MNL are found to vary across booking periods, thus the mixed logit specification is expected to

capture variation in price sensitivities across population. For simplicity a parametric approach is used in mixed logit model
specification; price is specified as a log-normally distributed random coefficient. The log-normal distribution is selected over
the normal distribution because it provides a better fit and because it ensures a negative value of the parameter for the
entire population.

7.2.2. ML result
The mixed logit model accounting for heterogeneity in price sensitivity with log-normal distribution2 shows a better

model fit when compared to MNL and LC model in long and medium distance markets based on the adjusted rho-square
value (shown in Table 4). However, in short distance model, MNL has a better fit compared to ML; it should be noted that
these two models are not nested. This could be due to the fact that price coefficients segmented by time period reflect the
observed data better than one random coefficient parameter for price specified with a log-normal distribution.

When comparing ML and MNL, based on the null hypothesis that both models perform equally well, the non-nested
hypothesis test indicated that the null hypothesis that MNL performs as well as ML in long and medium distance markets
(Table 5) can be rejected at 0.03% significance level (ML outperforms MNL). As for short distance model, the null hypothesis
that ML performs equally well as MNL can again be rejected at 0.03% significance level (MNL outperforms ML).

The model results show the expected sign for advance booking, fare and weekend dummies as observed in the MNL
models. The estimates are all statistically significant at the 5% significance level except for the weekend dummy at booking
period 4 (long distance market) and booking period 3 (short distance market).

7.3. Latent class (LC) model

7.3.1. LC specification
In latent class model specifications, we aim at segmenting passenger behavior by trip characteristics because we believe

that passengers traveling at particular periods are relatively homogeneous in their characteristics. The explanatory variables
of the choice model include fare ($) and advance booking (number of day before departure). Similar to MNL model, the price
coefficient is allowed to take different values across booking periods. In addition to the explanatory variables of the choice
model, other elements of the booking data are extracted to segment demand and capture heterogeneity of behavior across
passenger in class membership model which are:

Departure day of week: Dummy variables are used to indicate whether the trip is taken on a particular day of week; this
results into six dummy variables for the class membership model, one for each day of the week (except Sunday).
2 The coefficients in Tables 1–3 of the log-normal price coefficients are those of the underlying normal distributions.
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Departure time of day: Dummy variables are used to indicate whether the trip is taken on a particular time of day. We use
six departure times as suggested by Jin (2007) for the intercity trip which are (1) early morning (0:00 AM–6:29 AM), (2) AM
peak (6:30 AM–8:59 AM), (3) AM off-peak (9:00 am–11:59 AM), (4) PM off-peak (12:00 PM–15:59 PM), (5) PM peak (16:00
PM–18:29 PM), and (6) evening (18:30 PM–23:59 AM). Five departure times of day (except evening) are used for the class
membership model.

7.3.2. LC result
In this context, the main advantage of the latent class specification over multinomial logit model is the ability to identify

distinct groups of passengers’ behavior on ticket booking time. We assume two latent classes of passenger, business and
leisure oriented trips which are segmented by the class membership model. Passengers are assumed to have different
preferences about trip schedule which results in different willingness to pay (WTPs) for delaying ticket purchase across
classes.

When comparing LC and MNL, the non-nested hypothesis test indicated that the null hypothesis that the MNL performs
as well as LC in long, medium, and short distance markets can be rejected at 0.03% significance level (LC outperforms MNL).
On the other hand, when we compare between LC and ML, the non-nested hypothesis test indicated that the probability of
LC performing as well as ML in long and medium distance market is again close to zero in both cases which results in the
rejection of null hypothesis at 0.03% significance level (ML outperform LC). This concludes that ML has the best statistical fit
in long and medium distance markets. As for short distance model, LC outperforms ML at 0.03% significance level. This
concludes that LC has the best statistical fit in short distance market.

In this setting, the variables used to specify class membership model resulted in a set of 42 underlying scenarios of
booking, also called covariate pattern. For each scenario, the likelihood that a booking belongs to a latent class can be
calculated as a binary logit probability corresponding to class membership parameters. Figs. 3–5 represent the probability of
passenger belonging to class 1 for the 42 different covariate patterns.

The results obtained with the latent class model are coherent with those given by the multinomial logit and mixed logit
models except that in the medium distance market, passengers in class 1 have positive price coefficient meaning that they
are insensitive to price. Given that the magnitude of the coefficients within the same model could not be compared between
different classes due to scale parameter (Carrier, 2008), the ratio of advance booking coefficient to the price coefficient is
calculated to represent the willingness to pay (WTP) to delay the ticket purchase for 1 day and is shown in Table 6. We
report the minimum, maximum, and the average WTPs obtained from six price coefficients of each passenger class across
three markets. We assume that the leisure oriented passengers generally know their travel plan earlier in advance while the
business travelers generally book the ticket closer to departure date, therefore passenger class with higher WTP is assumed
to be business oriented passenger.

For the long distance market, the results in Table 6 show higher WTP for purchase delay in class 1 (average $46.17 per
day) than class 2 (average $13.86 per day) for the majority of the booking periods, indicating that passengers from class 1 are
willing to pay more for the possibility to change their travel plans. Based on our assumption, passengers in class 1 are
believed to be business oriented travelers which account for 61.9% of this market (see Table 1). More specifically, the class
membership model indicates that passengers departing from early morning to AM peak are predominantly class 1
passengers (see Fig. 4).

For the medium distance market results in Table 6, WTP for class 1 (price insensitive) is higher than for class 2 (average
$6.36 per day) for most of the booking periods considered. The results indicate that passengers in class 1 are predominantly
business oriented travelers which account for 56.6% of this market (see Table 2). More specifically, the class membership
model indicates that passengers in class 1 (business oriented travelers) predominantly depart from early morning to AM off-
peak especially on Sunday as shown in Fig. 5.

Based on the short distance market results in Table 6, WTP for purchase delay of class 1 (average $2.42 per day) is lower
than for class 2 (average $3.96 per day). This result indicates that passengers in class 1 are predominantly leisure oriented
travelers which account for 59.5% of this market (see Table 3). More specifically, the class membership model indicates that
passengers in class 1 (leisure oriented travelers) predominantly depart from AM off-peak until evening as shown in Fig. 6.

7.4. MNL model with socioeconomic

7.4.1. MNL with socioeconomic specification
The first group of multinomial logit model estimated is based on the assumption that booking data do not contain

socioeconomic information. However, given that different passenger groups for this railway service are subjected to
different discount rates such as seniors, children, military, and group travel, we could use ticket discount information to
identify passenger types in term of socioeconomic characteristics. We have been able to identify nine passenger types from
the data set. Unidentified passengers are grouped into passenger type ten.

In the model specification, we specify price sensitivities differently across passenger types to accommodate the
assumption that price sensitivities vary by passenger type. However, on the departure day (booking period 6), given that
passengers generally become insensitive to price and behave similarly across passenger types, price sensitivity of booking
period 6 is specified separately and assumed to be the same across all passenger types.
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Fig. 5. Probability of being class1 passenger in medium distance market.

Table 6
Willingness to pay (WTPs) for 1 day delay in ticket purchase.

WTP long distance ($/day) WTP medium distance ($/day) WTP short distance ($/day)

Class1 Class2 Class1 Class2 Class1 Class2

Minimum 13.92 11.03 n 5.19 1.92 3.44
Maximum 99.43 18.38 n 46.68 3.08 5.00
Average 46.17 13.86 n 6.36 2.42 3.96

* Denotes price insensitive (price coefficient with positive sign).
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7.4.2. MNL with socioeconomic result
Finally we report the results obtained from the estimation of a multinomial logit model accounting for deterministic

taste heterogeneity (Tables 1– 3). The data set contains a limited number of observations including passenger types. This
makes impossible the estimation of price sensitivity for a certain number of class and results into statistically insignificant
coefficients for some of the classes considered (e.g. child and unaccompanied child for the long distance market).

When comparing MNL with socioeconomic and MNL, the non-nested hypothesis test indicated that the MNL outper-
forms MNL with socioeconomic at 0.03% significance level.

For the long distance market, the results are in line with the expectations. The price sensitivity in the last booking period
shows relatively low magnitude (−0.019) indicating that passengers become less sensitive to price. The unidentified
passenger type is shown to be the most price sensitive (−0.043); passengers in this group are subjected to special discounts,
thus it is reasonable that they are highly price sensitive. Military adult is the second most price sensitive passenger type
(−0.028). The adult passenger type subjected to full fare amount shows price sensitivity equal to disabled adult (−0.024).
Passengers subjected to student advantage discount and adult passenger with AAA membership have equal price sensitivity
(−0.010) which is the lowest price sensitivity among all the passenger types.

For the medium distance market, the price sensitivity in the last booking period shows relatively low magnitude
(−0.058) as expected. The unidentified passenger type is shown to be the most price sensitive (−0.088) among all passenger
types. Child is the second most price sensitive passenger type (−0.071) followed by adult passenger (−0.064). Senior
(−0.063), unaccompanied child (−0.063), and disabled adult (−0.063) are slightly less price sensitive than adult. Passengers
associated with student advantage (−0.054) and adult with AAA membership (−0.057) are the least price sensitive.

For the short distance market, the estimation results show a slightly different pattern compared to long and medium
distance market. The result indicates that the military group is the most price sensitive (−1.084). They are followed by
unidentified passenger (−0.238), disabled adult (−0.227), adult (−0.215), senior (−0.209), and adult with AAA membership
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Table 7
Out of sample validation for long distance market.

Choice Actual MNL MNL-socio LC ML

Day 1 42 8 5 11 0
Day 2 21 10 6 13 0
Day 3 25 12 8 15 0
Day 4 23 15 9 18 0
Day 5 32 18 11 20 0
Day 6 42 22 14 24 0
Day 7 45 27 17 28 1
Day 8 41 33 20 32 1
Day 9 60 41 24 38 1
Day 10 50 50 30 45 2
Day 11 50 61 36 57 3
Day 12 58 30 29 37 2
Day 13 66 36 36 43 3
Day 14 95 45 44 50 5
Day 15 61 54 53 58 7
Day 16 86 64 64 67 11
Day 17 103 75 78 77 15
Day 18 86 89 95 89 22
Day 19 73 105 116 102 31
Day 20 88 123 141 118 44
Day 21 133 119 142 103 60
Day 22 143 139 172 123 85
Day 23 148 166 210 154 123
Day 24 254 199 255 204 178
Day 25 257 238 310 298 257
Day 26 261 330 384 337 349
Day 27 459 395 467 402 504
Day 28 608 473 569 490 728
Day 29 503 560 692 617 1045
Day 30 1196 1344 821 1390 1419
Day 31 2,39 2368 2391 2188 2352

Total 7248 7248 7248 7248 7248
RMSE 62 95 54 125
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(−0.158) respectively. The passengers subjected to student advantage discount are the least price sensitive (−0.099). The
weekend dummies indicate that passenger departing on weekend generally purchase their ticket ahead of time.
8. Model validation

To compare the prediction capabilities of the models, we perform the out of sample validation for the long distance
market. The data set (37,373 observations) is divided into two groups. The first group consists of approximately 80% of the
data (30,125 observations) containing passengers traveling from the 1st day to 25th day of the month. Departure day was
chosen as a cut point because we assumed that data from the first group is obtained prior to the second group. The model is
re-estimated using data of the first group and the results are applied to predict the decision of the second group which
contains passengers who traveled on day 26th to 31st of the month (7248 observations). The prediction capabilities of the
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four models are compared in Table 7. The root mean square error (RMSE) is used as the measure of error. The predictions
from the four models are compared in Figs. 7–10.

Based on Table 7, LC model results in the least error with the root mean square error (RMSE) of 54 compared to RMSE of
MNL, MNL with socioeconomic, and ML which are 62, 95, and 125 respectively. The detailed prediction capability will be
elaborated in the next section.

9. Comparison on model performance

9.1. Model fit

To conclude, for the long distance market, the mixed logit provides the best statistical fit with the adjusted rho-square
highest among all other models. Both mixed logit and latent class models outperform multinomial logit models (with and
without socioeconomics) as expected. In medium distance market, mixed logit provide the best statistical fit; it outperforms
both multinomial logit specifications (with and without socioeconomics). In short distance model, latent class provides the
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best statistical fit while in this case the multinomial logit models (with and without socioeconomics) outperform mixed
logit model. This is because in this market, the price coefficient segmented by time period and passenger type is capable of
representing the observed behavior better than assuming log-normal distribution for the price coefficient. The overall
results also indicate that segmenting passengers price sensitivity by booking period (MNL) appears to be more appropriate
than segmenting by socioeconomic (MNL with socioeconomic) characteristics for all the three markets.

9.2. Prediction capabilities

The validation results in Table 7 are grouped into periods and shown in Figs. 7–10. All the models under predict purchase
decision on day 1 to day 9. This is because the fluctuation in passengers’ decisions in these days cannot be captured by the
fare variable and because the pattern of observed purchases is not mono-tone, thus cannot be explained by the advance
booking variable. On day 10 and 11 MNL and LC models perform relatively well. From day 1 to11, MNL with socioeconomic
performs the worst which could possibly be influenced by specific passenger type price sensitivity within these days (this
model allows for different price sensitivity by passenger type). This confirms the aforementioned conclusion that
segmenting price sensitivity by time period is more suitable than by passenger type in this empirical study. On day 12–
20, LC model performs the best and slightly better than MNL, while MNL with socioeconomic does not do well on day 11, 19,
and 20 which should be influenced by the same reason given for day 1–11. Throughout day 1 to day 20, the predictions from
ML drastically under predict purchase decisions.

On day 21 to 28, LC performs close to MNL. On day 29 to 31 when the observed purchase decisions are significantly high,
LC performs almost as well as MNL on day 29 and 30. On day 31, LC model shows notable performance. Its predicted number
of purchase is 2188 which is very close to the observed value (2139) where the MNL and MNL with socioeconomic over
predict this value (2368 and 2391 respectively). ML model provides prediction for day 21 to day 31 relatively similar to those
obtained with other models, although its overall performance is not very good.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, advanced demand modeling approaches are proposed to study railway intercity passenger booking
decision and to segment preferences; all the models are calibrated on internet booking data. Modeling formulations
considered include multinomial logit, mixed logit, and latent class models; markets are segmented on trip distances: long,
medium, and short. The results show that the following variables; fare, advance booking (number of day before departure),
and departure day of week, can be used as determinants affecting ticket booking. Mixed logit and latent class models are
then applied to account for taste heterogeneity. In term of statistical goodness of fit, the results indicate that the mixed logit
model provides the best fit for the long distance and medium distance markets, while the latent class model provides the
best statistical fit for the short distance market. In term of prediction capability, the out of sample validation for the long
distance market indicated that LC model provides the best prediction with least error based on root mean square error
(RMSE) while the ML does not perform well in prediction. Interestingly, our analysis shows that models with better
goodness of fit are not necessarily those with better prediction capabilities. Results also indicate that segmenting passengers
by booking period provides better fit than segmenting passengers by socioeconomic characteristics.

Results from this study prove that advanced demand models can be estimated on internet booking data and that market
segmentation can be obtained even with limited knowledge of socio-demographic characteristics of the population. A
number of directions could be considered for future research. First, the proposed choice model could be integrated into an
optimization algorithm for maximizing revenues. Second, the proposed model is based on a static approach where decisions
are made at a single point in time. Dynamic discrete choice models are expected to provide a significant improvement in
prediction accuracy by offering the possibility to account for the evolving characteristics of the market over time and for
sequential purchasing decisions. Third, the modeling approach applied here to railway revenue management could be
applied to other problems for which just internet booking data are available (e.g. shippers, or couriers selling their services
online).
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